Effect of Bitter Melon on Spatial Memory of Rats Receiving a High-Fat Diet
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Introduction: Momordica charantia or bitter melon is a tropical vine of the family Cucurbitaceous widely grown in India. Its fruits have potent anti-oxidant properties due to the presence of tannins, vitamin C and flavonoids. There is much evidence it protects cognitive function and cholesterol level. In addition, there are reports of the effect of a high-fat diet (HFD) on memory. In this study, the effect of bitter melon on spatial memory in rats, following an HFD, in a water maze was examined.

Material and methods: In this study, 28 male Wistar rats aged 10 weeks and weighing between 180 and 250 grams were divided into four groups (N=7). Control, High-fat, High-fat + bitter melon, and bitter melon. The control group was fed a standard rat diet, whereas the high-fat groups were fed the same standard diet containing 5% cholesterol for eight weeks, and the treated group received, in addition, 1 g/kg bitter melon fruit powder in their diet. Learning and spatial memory were evaluated by using a Morris Water Maze (MWM) for a six-day period, including five days of training, the last day was the test day (probe day).

Results: The high-fat group was fed a high-fat diet for two months, this resulted in reduced learning ability; this group took longer and travelled a longer distance compared to the control group. However, the administration of bitter melon improved memory function only in the high-fat group.

Conclusion: The administration of bitter melon improves spatial-memory performance in rats receiving an HFD.
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Introduction
In recent decades, the increase of high-fat diets (HFD) has become a worldwide health problem. Excessive dietary intakes of fats negatively affect blood parameters, including plasma lipids, cholesterol, and triglycerides. Hyperlipidemia-induced brain function deficiencies, cognitive impairments, and behavioural changes have been studied extensively in HFDs. The negative effects that hyperlipidemia and obesity have on human health have prompted the search for effective treatments and interventions. Pharmaceutical drug interventions have considerable side effects. Therefore, Complementary and alternative medicine involves the use of herbs and other dietary supplements as alternatives to pharmaceutical drugs. Momordica charantia (M. charantia) has received attention for its anti-hyperlipidemia properties. M. charantia, also known as bitter melon, karela, is a popular plant used throughout Asia and India. Various medicinal properties such as antidiabetic, anthelmintic, antimalarial, antibacterial, antiviral and anticancer properties are claimed for bitter melon. Several experiments have shown the hypo-cholesterolemic effects of bitter melon.
Feeding bitter melon seeds to soil-fed rats significantly decreased the plasma lipid peroxidation and increased phospholipid concentrations in heart and brain. Recently, some reports have shown neuroprotective effects of bitter melon against cerebral ischemia-reperfusion induced neuronal injury and consequent neurological deficits in diabetic mice. In other studies, antiamnesic activity, through inhibiting lipid peroxidation and decreasing acetyl cholinesterase activity in the brain, has been reported.

Thus, a combination of antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and cholesterol-lowering properties exhibited by bitter melon lead us to investigate the effects of bitter melon on cognition in rats in a Morris Water Maze (MWM) who had been fed a high-fat diet.

Materials and Methods

Animals

In this study, 28 male Wistar rats aged 10 weeks and weighing between 180 and 250 grams were divided into four groups (N=7). A control group (C), a high-fat diet group (HFD) and a HFD + bitter melon group (HB), and a control + bitter melon (CB). The Control group had ad libitum access to a standard rat diet for 30 days. The study was performed according to the guidelines for laboratory animal use and care set by the Animal Ethics Committee of Golestan University of Medical Sciences (GOUMS), with ethical code 970426073. The CB group was fed with that same standard rat food which contains 1 g/kg bitter melon fruit powder. The C and CB groups had ad libitum access to the same diet, which also contained 5% cholesterol (SigmaAldrich, Steinheim, Germany) and 5% cholesterol +1 g/kg bitter melon fruit powder respectively, for 30 days.

Morris Water Maze Test

In this study, the MWM method was used for spatial memory. The MWM is a circular tank with black walls (140 cm diameter and 60 cm depth) filled with water up to 30 cm. The maze was supposedly divided into four quarters – North, South, East and West. A rescue platform was in one of these quarters, positioned on the bottom of the tank with a metal stand, 1.5 cm below the surface of water (out of the rats’ sight). The animals received five days training with the hidden platform, each day included four training sessions with a 60 s intersession interval. Each trial began by placing a rat at one of the three starts points, with its face toward the wall of the pool.

Results

The effects of an HFD and bitter melon treatment on weight and plasma lipid parameter are shown in Table 1. The body weight in the HFD group was significantly more than other
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**Table 1** Effect of Experimental Diet on Body Weight and Cholesterol Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>High-Fat</th>
<th>High-Fat + Bitter Melon</th>
<th>Bitter Melon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol</td>
<td>60 ± 11</td>
<td>140 ± 25 ***</td>
<td>70 ± 8</td>
<td>62 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL (mg/dl)</td>
<td>6 ± 1.3</td>
<td>12 ± 2.5 **</td>
<td>6 ± 2.5</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglyceride (mg/dl)</td>
<td>58.6 ± 11</td>
<td>84 ± 9</td>
<td>60 ± 8</td>
<td>55 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (g)</td>
<td>220 ± 7</td>
<td>245 ± 13 *</td>
<td>235 ± 8</td>
<td>224 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Means ± SE of seven rats significantly differed from the control group. *(p<0.05) ***(p<0.01) ****(p<0.001).
groups at the end of the experimental period (P<0.05). Treatment of the HFD group with bitter melon decreased body weight to near the control-group weight, with no significant difference, but treatment with bitter melon with the standard diet did not change body weight and no significant differences were observed when compared with the control group.

Similarly, the blood-serum Total Cholesterol (TC), Total Glyceride (TG), Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) levels were higher in the HFD comparison with the other groups (P<0.01). Bitter melon treatment significantly reduced TC, TG, LDL levels in the HFD group to the level observed in animals fed the standard diet with no significant difference. But no significant deference was observed in the-bitter melon group compared to the control group.

The Effect of a High-Fat Diet and Bitter Melon Treatment on the Morris Water Maze Test

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant group day interaction P<0.01 for escape latency in the MWM test (Figure 1). The statical analysis indicated that control animals showed a decrease in escape latency over the five-day testing period, indicating that they successfully learned the location of the platform; however, in animals fed the HFD, the escape latency did not show a significant change during the test period and on day five and it was significantly (P<0.01) higher than the control group. After the administration of bitter melon, a significant difference was observed when compared to the high-fat group during all experiment days (P<0.01), indicating memory improvement. However, no significant differences were observed between the control group and rats which were only treated with bitter melon (P>0.01). After the learning steps in the MWM, memory retrieval was evaluated by removing the hidden platform from the maze. At this stage, the time spent in the location of the platform was evaluated. Results showed that the group with the HFD spent less time in the targeted zone, which differed significantly with the control group (P<0.05). However, the groups treated with bitter melon spent more time in the targeted zone, which also had a significant difference with the results of the group with the HFD (P<0.05). This indicates the positive impact of bitter melon on the spatial memory of rats. The time spent in the target zone in the bitter melon group did not show significant differences with the control group (Figure 2). The analysis of swimming speed by using a two-way ANOVA also showed no significant differences among the groups as the training days progressed, and no interaction between days and groups (Figure 3).

Discussion

On day 60 the plasma LDL-cholesterol and triglyceride in the HFD group were higher than that control group, which is in accordance with other studies.\textsuperscript{12,13} Treatment of HFD
It has been performed on the relationship of learning when fed HFD. 16, 17 It could be related to oxidative stress, because diet-induced obesity can increase free radical generation and oxidative stress in brains of rodents. 18, 19 It has been widely reported that intense oxidative stress is one of the main causal factors involved in the impairment of cognition. 20, 21 Previous studies showed that bitter melon seeds possess potent antioxidant properties, which may be directly or indirectly responsible for its cognitive enhancement effects. 22 The effect of bitter melon on HFD-fed animals might be directly related to their lipid-lowering properties. Recently, several reports have shown a strong link between high cholesterol levels and incidence of Alzheimer’s disease. 23 Clinical studies suggested that the brain’s cholesterol concentration is regulated by serum cholesterol level and that there is a relationship between the brain and peripheral cholesterol. 24 Clinical studies suggested that the net brain cholesterol concentration is regulated by serum cholesterol level and that there is a link between the central nervous system and peripheral cholesterol pools. It has been reported that chronic oral administration of ethanolic extract of bitter melon significantly decreased lipid levels, such as cholesterol and triacylglyceride (TAG), in serum and liver in rats. Hypercholesterolemia in rats impairs the cholinergic system and leads to memory deficits. 25 In addition, changes in lipid profiles in other mechanisms are likely to be responsible for the actions of bitter melon on cognitive function. In animals fed the standard diet, the cognitive parameters did not significantly improve following bitter melon treatment with no changes in spatial tasks.

Furthermore, animal studies have documented that experimental obesity can be associated with neural changes 26 and in the expression of synaptic marker proteins. 27, 28 Thus, the cognitive decline mentioned in this study associated with HFD rats might be secondary to structural alterations induced by HFD. Another possibility could be related to the insulin-like effect of bitter melon, increased absorption of insulin can improve cognitive tasks. 6 Recent studies have shown that insulin, in addition to the regulation of energy supply, is required for optimal hippocampal memory processing. 29

**Conclusion**

It can be concluded that the eight-week HFD reduces the learning ability of rats in a spatial task, such as the MWM. M. charantia lowered the serum cholesterol and triglyceride in rats, and, ultimately, improved the spatial memory of rats after it was administered for eight weeks.
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